The analysis of contiguous genome segments across species has highlighted the conservation of gene order (synteny) along short chromosomal stretches[@b1][@b2][@b3]. More recently, long-range patterns encompassing the genome scale have additionally been uncovered. Studies involving co-regulated[@b4][@b5][@b6], co-functional[@b7], and evolutionary correlated[@b8] gene sets have all identified periodic and proximal patterns formed by these genes along chromosomes of eubacteria, archaebacteria and yeast. Most of these studies on long-range patterns made use of a recently developed algorithm called "*GREAT:SCAN:patterns*"[@b6][@b9] that detects genomic patterns with exquisite sensitivity. Here, we applied "*patterns*" to assess whether pathogenicity islands form a coherent array at the genome scale.

Indeed, one of the defining features of pathogenicity islands is the proximity of their constituent genes along the genome sequence. It is generally admitted that this one-dimensional (1-D) proximity is an evolutionarily important characteristic, as it favors a full transplant of the chromosomal pathogenic determinants during a horizontal transfer event. However, it was observed on certain genomes that the expression of pathogenicity relied on several islands that were scattered along the genome[@b10]. Such a pathogenicity "archipelago" (a term probably coined in 2002[@b11][@b12]) thus raises unsolved issues of efficient co-transfer, co-action and co-regulation. Here a wide but homogeneous family of archipelagoes is studied through seven plant pathogens belonging to two bacterial genera[@b13][@b14] and one human pathogen that can occupy many different environmental habitats including plants[@b15] ([Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}). These organisms all share a type II secretory apparatus[@b16]. It allows the secretion of massive amounts of a blend of bacterial pectinases that together degrade pectin in plant cell walls and result in soft rot[@b15][@b17]. The genes encoding pectinases, the type II secretory apparatus, membrane transporters, and the intracellular enzymes of pectin catabolism, are co-regulated by the KdgR transcription factor which is responsible for their induction in the presence of pectin[@b18]. This set of KdgR-regulated genes (KdgR regulon) is widely scattered in many pathogenicity islands along the genomes of these organisms (*e.g., Dickeya dadantii* from [Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}: 19 genes located in 15 distinct loci/islands)[@b18][@b19][@b20]. Their comparative study thus offers an opportunity to uncover rules for the long-range positioning of such islands.

Results
=======

To investigate each genomic pattern, the periodicity detection algorithm "*patterns*" scans every possible period in the set of positions of the KdgR target genes. The significance of each period is evaluated by the probability that a similar or superior periodicity level could be achieved with a randomized set of positions. This probability is then corrected differentially to become period-independent. Indeed, short periods give numerous intervals per chromosome, thus raising coincidence probability; their raw probabilities must be severely augmented, whereas at the other extreme, very long periods must not. To visualize significant periods, corrected scores (−log \[corrected probability\]) are plotted along periods (on a logarithmic scale to ease visualization) ranging from 5 kbp to full genome length. Such "periodograms" are shown for all eight species on [Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}.

In all species, a few periods show exceptional corrected significance, corresponding to high peaks on their periodogram. Among them, the genomic pattern of the *Dickeya dadantii* 3937 (Dd3937) KdgR regulon displays the richest series of periods ([Supplementary Table S1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). To assess how distinct these periods really are, they were grouped with their multiples in "harmonic" families. It appears that all these periods fit into three harmonic families. Each family is represented on [Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"} as a horizontal thread and labelled after the period of its shortest member. All three families possess two periods in common, 166,688 and 333,036 bp, *i.e.* about 1/30^th^ and 1/15^th^ of the full genome length. Thus, all significant periods in this organism contribute to a single but complex genomic pattern.

To quantify and visualize individual and overall periodicity, the phases of the KdgR targets with respect to each significant period ([Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}) were plotted according to the principle described in [Fig. 3a](#f3){ref-type="fig"}. On [Fig. 3b--d](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, three such "clustergrams" illustrate the three harmonic families of Dd3937 depicted on [Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}. Quasi-vertical alignments denote in-phase clustering of genes, *i.e.* their periodical arrangement along the linear genome. For any significant period, the automated procedure detects clusters and highlights them with different colours. It appears that a majority of the regulon targets are periodically aligned in one ([Fig. 3b](#f3){ref-type="fig"}), two ([Fig. 3c](#f3){ref-type="fig"}) or four ([Fig. 3d](#f3){ref-type="fig"}) clusters. To extend the periodicity analysis to all studied species, the clustergrams for their top significant period were computed ([Supplementary Fig. S1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Despite the wide range of periods which happen to rank highest in the various species, they all show an alignment of the majority of the KdgR targets in 1--4 clusters. Note that the stringent clustering algorithm applied here sometimes distinguish clusters that have rather close phases.

To map periodic regions at a finer scale, the eight genomes were probed by applying the same periodicity detection algorithm[@b9], but now to a sliding window. In subsequent steps, any significantly periodic window is automatically extended until its significance is about to drop. Thus, this self-adaptive sliding window algorithm maximizes the sizes of significantly periodic regions, but does not assume *a priori* that the same period characterizes the full genome[@b6]. On the example of the Dd3937 KdgR regulon of 15 sites, [Supplementary Fig. S2](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} displays the 11 genome segments that show a strongly periodic pattern involving at least 13 islands out of 15. The upper four segments gathered in panel (a) point to the 143-kbp period---or its double---already detected as the most significant one on the genome taken as a whole ([Supplementary Table S1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Each segment covers most of the genome, and their union covers it entirely. Panels (b,c) show segments covering most of the genome with periods already detected as highly significant during the whole-genome analysis ([Supplementary Table S1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Panel (b) corresponds to a 499-kbp periodic region. Panel (c) shows the 83-, 167-, 333-kbp pivotal family that was harmonic to all periods ([Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}); these three segments together cover all 15 KdgR regulated sites. By contrast, panels (d,e) show periodic regions that were below detection threshold in the whole-genome analysis ([Supplementary Table S1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Panel (d) corresponds to a 237-kbp period and the union of both segments covers 14 sites. Panel (e) shows a 417-kbp periodic segment of 13 sites. These seemingly new periods actually belong to the 24,370-bp (d) and 20,825-bp (e) harmonic families of [Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}. In sum, for all studied genomes, periodic regions appear to typically extend over the whole genome, even though this sliding window analysis, unlike the previous whole-genome analysis, does not presume the size of the periodic segment.

As one possible interpretation of the observed genome patterns is that they favor intracellular co-localization and assembly of the pathogenic apparatus, further coherence was sought in the transcriptional orientation of genes belonging to a cluster. For each clustergram of the Dd3937 KdgR regulon, corresponding to one period, the individual position scores of all clustered genes were averaged separately for either transcriptional orientation noted (−) and (+) ([Fig. 4a](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). Of eight clustergrams, the average scores are comparable in one case only (period 41,689 bp); in all other seven cases, the (+) averages are higher than the (−) ones. On average, over all Dd3937 clustergrams (two rightmost columns), the (+) category is markedly above the (−) one. These results suggest that transcriptional co-orientation is privileged in periodic clusters. Among the few genes that are not co-oriented with their cluster, most encode sugar transporters or intracellular enzymes of pectin catabolism (KdgK, KdgT, KdgR RhiT, RhiN), which therefore are non-secreted proteins. To quantify and extend this analysis to all eight species, the bias towards transcriptional co-orientation was measured in each cluster by its hypergeometric probability ([Supplementary Fig. S3](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Co-orientation was observed to be significant for at least one cluster in four species: Dd3937, DE586, PwWPP163, and Ye8081 (the latter after artificially splitting its single cluster in two at its midpoint). PcPC1 displays four non-significant clusters which collectively might constitute a significant bias. Hence, depending on the scoring method, three to five species out of eight show transcriptional co-orientation in the periodic clusters of the pathogenicity genes. However, evidence of co-orientation and absence thereof could not be ascribed to pathogenicity level, geographic origin or phylogenic relation.

Discussion
==========

In sum, the virulence determinants of type II secretion follow a common principle of genome organization across three genera. Beyond proximity relations that had led to the concept of pathogenicity island, these determinants also show periodicity relations extending a single but complex pattern over the entire genome, thus buttressing the notion of organized pathogenicity archipelago.

Recognition of this new organization level suggests answers to the three issues of co-regulation, co-action and co-transfer. Firstly, periodic genome layouts have been shown to favor DNA folding into solenoidal conformations that spatially cluster co-regulated genes[@b21]. This spatial clustering had been shown to optimize transcriptional control (*e.g.*, 70-fold for the *lactose* operon[@b22][@b23]). It is thus probable that the observed genome layout favors efficient co-regulation of the pathogenicity genes[@b4][@b7][@b24]. Secondly, pathogenic co-action appears to be favored by a novel two-pronged mechanism that has the potential to focus in space and time the abundant secreted enzymes whose joint activities are required for pectin degradation ([Fig. 4b,c](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). Indeed, in bacteria proteins tend to be found close to their encoding gene[@b25][@b26], a probable consequence of co-transcriptional translation and of macromolecular crowding. Thus, spatially clustered genes would tend to express grouped proteins. The transcriptional co-orientation observed in half of the species would further focus the macrosynthetic flux towards the membrane translocation pores[@b27]. It is tempting to speculate that this novel two-pronged mechanism may functionally compensate for the lack, in type II secretion, of a specialized type III needle called "injectisome"[@b28] that has sometimes been proven to secrete proteins at localized areas of the bacterium[@b29]. Thirdly, it may be speculated here that recombination events leading to co-transfer of cognate genes could sometimes occur on the basis of 3-D neighbourhood, in addition to 1-D proximity.

Among the plausible consequences of this new organization level, firstly, it reunifies the genomic description of currently scattered pathogenicity traits, thus facilitating their detection in recently sequenced strains. Secondly, it has been shown that, in addition to the consensus transcription factor binding sequence, gene respective positioning was an effective criterion to predict new co-functional genes by machine learning[@b30]; in the same vein, the prediction of additional virulence genes should henceforth be facilitated by applying the principle of gene respective positioning. Thirdly, a classical approach to secure DNA production in gene foundries[@b31] is to screen customers' requests against a database of pathogenic DNA sequences[@b32]; this screening procedure could now be strengthened to encompass a more accurate description of multipartite pathogenic sequences, by including their positional interrelations. Finally, these observations open the gate to new approaches to attenuate pathogenicity traits in bacterial pathogens in case their full inactivation is not desired, *e.g.* for vaccination purposes. For instance, if the virulence genes' promoter structure/function relation is not mastered in a little-described or emerging pathogen, virulence factors production could still be modulated by lessening their periodicity/proximity relations and transcriptional co-orientations under model guidance.

Methods
=======

Strains and genomes
-------------------

All bacteria used in this study have a unique circular chromosome and no accessory plasmid, except *Yersinia enterocolitica* subsp. *enterocolitica* 8081 which harbors the 67.7-kb plasmid pYVe8081. Plasmid pYVe8081 (GenBank accession number AM286416.1) was excluded from our analysis. The accession numbers of the complete genomes used in this study are indicated in [Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}. Several sequenced *Dickeya* strains have been reclassified and public databases fail to be updated accordingly: Ech586 was moved from *D. dadantii* to *D. zeae*, Ech703 from *D. dadantii* to *D. paradisiaca* and Ech1591 from *D. zeae* to *D. chrysanthemi*[@b33].

Datasets
--------

The genes regulated by KdgR (KdgR regulon) were determined by constructing a position weight matrix for the KdgR binding site with known *D. dadantii* targets using the motif discovery MEME tool[@b34]. The sequence logo for the KdgR binding site is shown as [Supplementary Fig. S4](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. This 17-bp long motif was supplied to the motif alignment MAST tool[@b35] for scanning the selected genomes. A position was classified as a positive hit when the p-value was less than 0.0001. Most targets detected using this cut-off were identified as being involved in the pectin catabolic pathway. This result demonstrates the specificity of using the KdgR motif for prediction. For all organisms, this procedure was used to obtain the initial dataset that consisted of a list of genes and their genomic positions. In all cases, a genomic position is defined by the gene's translation start site, which is very close to the KdgR transcription factor binding site but more amenable to systematic analysis.

Pattern analysis
----------------

If in a dataset, *n* sites had very close genomic positions, they would contribute *n* times quasi-equivalent distances to any distant genomic site of the same dataset. Such repetitious distances would unduly bias the analysis. To avoid this neighbourhood bias, an initial dataset is reduced in two steps. First, each operon is reduced to its upstream cistron which is closest to the promoter. Second, each set of neighbour (within 2 kbp) genes/operons is replaced by a single site located at their mean position (*-prox* in [Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}). The genomes are scanned for periods ranging from 5,000 bp to full genome length. For each scanned period, periodicity of the positions of sites is assessed. To this end, randomized sets of positions (same number, identical chromosome length) are generated and their periodicity measured, until 10 random sets give equal or better periodicity level than the observed dataset. For instance, if it took 10^4^ randomized sets to observe 10 equal or better periodicity levels, the probability attributed to this observed periodicity is 10/10^4^ = 10^−3^. This "raw" probability is then corrected for multiple testing: the shorter the period, the larger the number of intervals per genome, hence the larger the chances to observe coincident positions. For "periodograms" such as on [Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}, the cologarithm of this corrected probability is plotted on the Y-axis (*e.g.*, the label "3" corresponds to a probability of 10^−3^). High peaks denote periodicity. Where the peak(s) is on the higher end of the spectrum, *i.e.* for periods close or equal to full genome length or a large fraction of it (one half, one third etc.), it denotes a proximal arrangement of the genes around the circular chromosome. Such a proximity is still far beyond the immediate neighbourhood cases which have been removed prior to analysis (*-prox* in [Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}). Indeed, one advantage of the algorithm used here is that it allows to detect both proximity and periodicity in a single pass[@b9].

Cluster analysis
----------------

For any period giving a significant pattern, a "clustergram" may be generated. A clustergram visualises as vertical alignments clusters of genomic sites after plotting their modulo-period coordinate (phase) on the X-axis and their phase ranking on the Y-axis ([Fig. 3a](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). This clustering is quantified by applying an unsupervised clustering algorithm known in data sciences as DBSCAN[@b6]. DBSCAN requires two parameters, the minimum size of the cluster, and the minimum distance between phases which is set as the ratio of the average intergenic size to the period; this ratio is normalised by a single parameter called the clustering exponent.

Availability
------------

The software suite implementing this algorithm, "*GREAT:SCAN:patterns*" ("GREAT" stands for "Genome REgulatory and Architecture Tools"), is available online[@b36] from abSYNTH, the iSSB technological platform of synthetic biology. The corresponding protocol for genome analysis is described in detail elsewhere[@b6]. The parameters were set as follows, *e.g.* for Dd3937: GREAT:SCAN:patterns \# avgGene: 1000, clustExp: 0, clustSize: 3, infile: Dd3937_pos, length: 4922776, mapSelect: 0.001, perRange: 5000, 4922776, pvSelect: 0.05, pvThres: 0.01, setCoords: 1e + 06, 2e + 06, 3e + 06, 4e + 06, setTicks: 1, 2, 3, 4, textSize: 12, title: Dd3937, uniqID: Dd3937_scm.
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![Periodograms of the KdgR regulon for all eight genomes.\
For each of the eight species (one per panel labelled by its short name), its KdgR regulon dataset was sujected to pattern analysis by a periodicity/proximity detection algorithm[@b9] which scans every possible period from 5 kbp to full genome length in the set of positions of the KdgR target genes. Periods are plotted along the X-axis on a logarithmic scale. The significance score, corrected for period-dependance (see Methods), of each period is plotted on the Y-axis. A high peak at period *P* denotes its exceptional corrected significance. Where the peak(s) is on the right end of the spectrum (*e.g.*, Ye8081), *i.e.* for periods close or equal to full genome length or a large fraction of it (one half, one third etc.), it denotes a proximal arrangement of the genes around the circular chromosome. The white vertical gridline marks the 10-kbp, 100-kbp, and if applicable 1-Mbp period values. The dotted vertical lines indicate significant periods, and the dashed line connects the tips of the bars to provide a view of regions with dense periodic signal detection.](srep27978-f1){#f1}

![Intra-species harmonic periods.\
The periodic pattern of the *Dickeya dadantii* 3937 KdgR regulon was analysed[@b6][@b9] ([Supplementary Table S1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Periods (vertical bars) that were multiples of some lower one (labelled on the leftmost bar) were plotted on the same row in logarithmic scale. Three harmonic families of periods emerged. Furthermore, all families converged on periods 166,688 and 333,036 bp (long grey bars), which themselves are in a ratio of 1.998.](srep27978-f2){#f2}

![Clustergrams of the top significant periodicities.\
(**a**) Principle. A set of genomic sites (top, solid dots) imperfectly follows a *P*-periodical pattern (top, blurred dots). These site positions in a solenoidal coordinate of period *P* reveal some alignment properties along the solenoid axis (middle). A projection upon the face view of the solenoid converts the alignments into clustered hot spots (bottom). The scoring function rewards both exceptionally dense (green hot spots) and poor (red) regions (inspired from[@b9]). (**b--d**) Observations. The periodic pattern of the *D. dadantii* 3937 KdgR regulon was analysed as summarized in (**a**). Because coincident genes would be superimposed in face view, the solenoid was stepwise unfolded along the Y-axis to distinguish all individual genes. This allows to better visualize any alignment as a vertical series. For each of the three harmonic families ([Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}), the period *P* with lowest *p*-value is represented here: 143,039 bp (**b**), 41,689 bp (**c**) and 55,579 bp (**d**). The angular coordinates (phases) of all KdgR target genes are plotted on the X-axis between 0 and *P*, delimited by both vertical dashed lines (**b--d**). In-phase gene clusters of minimally three sites were automatically detected by the DBSCAN unsupervised clustering algorithm[@b6]. They are highlighted with different colours. Isolated genes are plotted as grey dots. Individual gene position scores are shown on the right side. The higher this score, the stronger this gene position contributes to the collective periodicity[@b9].](srep27978-f3){#f3}

![Transcriptional co-orientation of genes in periodic clusters.\
(**a**) Analysis of all automatically generated clustergrams for the *D. dadantii* 3937 KdgR regulon. For each cluster, the genes transcribed from the (+) or the (−) DNA strand were separately scored by their individual position score as shown *e.g.* on [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}. In the rightmost columns, the average position score of clustered genes is reported separately for either orientation, together with standard deviation. (**b**) Transcriptional co-orientation. A majority of the genes encoding the type II secreted proteins are transcribed from the same DNA strand, thus favoring a coherent flux of neosynthesized pectinases through the membrane. Co-orientation is observed in species Dd3937, DE586, PwWPP163, and possibly Ye8081, PcPC1. (**c**) Lack of co-orientation. Genes are transcribed evenly from both DNA strands. The flux of macromolecular neosynthesis is split in two parts. No co-orientation is found in species Dsp703, DE1591, PaSCRI193.](srep27978-f4){#f4}

###### Bacterial pathogens under scrutiny.

  Short name         Chromosome length (bp)   Regulon size   Full name  GenBank accession no. complete chromosome   
  ----------------- ------------------------ -------------- ----------- ------------------------------------------- ------------
  Plant pathogens                                                                                                   
   Dd3937                  4,922,776               19           15      *Dickeya dadantii* 3937                      CP002038.1
   DE586                   4,818,394               15           10      *Dickeya zeae* Ech586                        CP001836.1
   Dsp703                  4,679,450               13            9      *Dickeya paradisiaca* sp703                  CP001654.1
   DE1591                  4,813,854               18           12      *Dickeya chrysanthemi* Ech1591               CP001655.1
   PaSCRI193               5,064,019               20           13      *Pectobacterium atrosepticum* SCRI193        BX950851.1
   PcPC1                   4,862,913               20           15      *Pectobacterium carotovorum* PC1             CP001657.1
   PwWPP163                5,063,892               20           16      *Pectobacterium wasabiae* WPP163             CP001790.1
  Human pathogen                                                                                                    
   Ye8081                  4,615,899               11            9      *Yersinia enterocolitica* 8081               AM286415.1

Short (column 1) and long (column 5) names of the eight genera/species/strains used in this study are shown, as well as their chromosome length (column 2) and GenBank accession number (column 6). Columns 3 and 4 show their number of known target genes in the KdgR regulon, before (full) or after (-prox) replacing neighbour genes by a single site at the mean position of the original loci. Neighbour genes are defined as closer than two times the average gene-to-gene distance of the studied genome, taken here to be 1,000 bp. Further analysis is systematically carried out on the -prox dataset (the set of pathogenicity islands) to avoid artificially boosting statistical significance.
